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Abstract
In this study, a qualitative analysis of 276 first-year Japanese university science major responses to plagiarism to deconstruct prevailing generalizations regarding the incidence of plagiarism by Japanese university students. These students were enrolled in a compulsory yearlong English academic writing course. While utilizing a contextualized incident, rather than generalized statements, to gain a more thorough understanding of students’ perceptions of plagiarism, this study also seeks to address the current imbalances in English-language analyses on plagiarism in Japan which fail to incorporate Japanese-language sources and studies. In contrast to previous research based on hypotheses of cultural conditioning which assume students are ambivalent towards plagiarism, the students surveyed displayed a complex awareness of the educational and societal issues that frame occurrences of plagiarism and a desire to receive effective training in academic writing techniques, similar to their native English-speaking counterparts. Finally, the paper makes suggestions for pedagogy that empowers students with tools to critically navigate the dominant academic world.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, how to handle plagiarism is a growing concern throughout the world (Bretag et al., 2013), especially in English as a Foreign Language classes (Day, 2009; Pennycook, 1996; Wheeler, 2009). In Japan particularly, the recent controversy regarding the potentially fabricated and plagiarized work of a Japanese stem-cell biologist Dr. Haruko Obokata, who reported the discovery of a new type of pluri-potent stem cell that can repair human tissue, has flooded the airwaves while shaking scientific communities world-wide. The implications of this incident are a cause for concern, as previous and often cited examination of attitudes towards plagiarism by Rinnert and Kobayashi (2005) indicate that students in Japan do not take plagiarism seriously. Furthermore, other scholars have made sweeping generalizations to the effect that plagiarism is accepted in Asian cultures (Dryden, 1999; Connolly, 2009, Sowden, 2005). The moral standing of Dr. Obokata put aside, given the stricter regulations being enacted in regards to academic honesty in universities and research institutes nationwide since the incident, from first-year to doctoral level, scholars are now provided an opportunity re-examine student attitudes towards plagiarism and develop effective academic writing teaching devices to ensure future scholars now how to avoid plagiarism.

Therefore, using the Obokata incident as a prompt for exploration, this paper will examine the attitudes towards plagiarism of first-year science majors enrolled at a leading national university in Japan. Based on 2012 data, since 85-95% of these students matriculate onto graduate school and of these students over 50% carry on to doctoral studies tutelage on ethics in academic paper writing and publishing is necessary. First, it will examine existing literature on plagiarism education in the Japanese context and analyze previous studies conducted on attitudes towards plagiarism. Next, it will detail and analyze the results of a qualitative study on students’ attitudes regarding plagiarism derived from short essays responses on student attitudes towards plagiarism. A thematic narrative analysis (see Boyatzis, 1998; Riessman, 2005, 2008) will be conducted on the student accounts.

Furthermore, throughout the paper, the author will attempt to address the lack of incorporation of Japanese language sources in the study of plagiarism in Japan. While highlighting the rich and multi-layered interactions that university students maintain with the concept of plagiarism, it will present further evidence to challenge common discourse that asserts that Japanese students are ambivalent towards copying and plagiarism due to their
improperly and stereotypically termed “culture of memorization.” Similar to Liu (2005), it acknowledges that there are occasions where memorization is a useful technique for study, and where utilizing the work of previous authors without referencing may be acceptable. Regardless, it is written with the assumption that a perceived correlation between any culture that values memorization as a method of study, and plagiarism is largely misguided.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Definitions of Plagiarism

In its definitions of academic dishonesty, the Kagakugijutsu Gakujitsu Shingikai Kenkyū Kō ni Kansuru Tokubetsūnikai (Special Committee on Academic Dishonesty in Research of the Commission of Inquiry on Science and Technology (2006, p. 12) of the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) describes plagiarism as “the appropriation of another researcher’s ideas, analysis, analytical process, data research, results, articles/terminology without the researcher’s prior consent and/or proper acknowledgment.” Similarly, the U.S. Office of Research Integrity which examines cases of scholarly misconduct utilizes the definition provided by the U.S. Department of Health and Public Services (2005) maintaining “plagiarism is the appropriation of another person’s ideas, processes, results, or words without giving appropriate credit…the misconduct be committed intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly” (p. 28386).

Both of these Japanese and U.S. definitions leave no leeway for unintentional, or inadvertent plagiarism. However, further research needs to be conducted on whether these institutional definitions actually reach students, and if they do, which students they are reaching.

Despite the possibility of students/academics unintentionally plagiarizing either due to uncertainty regarding when to cite source material or inadequate training in proper paraphrasing techniques (Newton, Wright, & Newton, 2014), plagiarism is often framed by academia as an inexcusable offense. Yet ironically as reported in the same academic journal in which Obokata was accused of plagiarism, this “immoral” act persists as the “most common of accusations of misconduct against academics” (Maddox, 1995, p. 721). This high frequency raises questions regarding the instruction received by academic scholars in research techniques in general, which will be covered in the next section.

2.2 Plagiarism in Native-English Speaking and ESL/EFL Contexts

Discussion about plagiarism takes on a different tone depending on the language context. Previous discussions on plagiarism in so-called Western contexts have been shaped by repugnance towards the moral offense- it is a crime “worse than theft” (Maddox, 1995). In ESL/EFL contexts, debate revolves around whether or not educators should increase their tolerance and understanding of the impacts of cultural difference on writing practices, including plagiarism (Day, 2009; Pennycook, 1996; Wheeler, 2009).

Post-modern thought on student copying in a second language, especially English, supports the view that remnants of colonial rhetoric can shape the handling of the situation. As elaborated by Pennycook (1996), teachers can become caught in a dialectic of searching for mistakes and inadequacies in writing based on preconceived notions of fluency in determining whether a piece has been written in the student’s own words. In order to overcome what Hutton (1990 in Pennycook, 1996, p. 203) refers to as a “paradoxical state,” Pennycook (1996) argues teachers must recognize the complex and nuanced natures of conceptions of plagiarism. Even in Western thought, the concept of ownership of ideas is a relatively new one framed by an ebb and flow between creativity being defined by production and reproduction.

Pennycook’s treatise on plagiarism, however, is often misconstrued by researchers. Although Pennycook succinctly indicates that he “want[s] to avoid simplistic arguments such as ‘it’s OK to plagiarise in Chinese’” (Pennycook, 1996, p. 218), researchers fail to realize that his arguments are intended to emphasize differing relationships with texts, not cultural permissibility of copying other people’s work. His suggestion to educators is to acknowledge that “language learning is to some extent a process of borrowing others’ words and we need to be flexible, not dogmatic, about where we draw boundaries between acceptable or unacceptable textual borrowings” (Pennycook, 1996, p. 227).

While cultural tolerance is a virtue in any classroom, arguments that assert that plagiarism is accepted by Asian societies, are based on cultural stereotype and illogical jumps in reasoning. For instance, in one discussion of the impact on Japanese culture on Japanese students’ usage of text, the author asserts that “the tendency to copy freely from published sources seems only natural” (Dryden, 1999, p. 83). Another discussion on the essay writing practices of “Asian” students in general, alleges:

*Asian students typically have been schooled to memorize and reiterate verbatim large amounts of material, both*
from written sources and from professors’ lectures...this tradition explains why Asian students often meticulously and exactly reproduce material from sources provided (Connolly, 2009).

Drawing on anecdotal conversations with students for the basis of his arguments, Sowden (2005, p. 227) contends that it can be inappropriate to expect students to write in their words because the low tolerance for ambiguity and emphasis on master-apprentice style education of some cultures creates a situation where “plagiarism can be seen as a virtue: producing what you know to be correct.” In the Japanese context, the author’s informal interviews with “native” English speaker educators in Japan have shed light on a pervasive and culturally imperialistic discourse, which frames Japanese students as unable to do more than copy other people’s work.

Furthermore, an unsubstantiated belief that native English writers plagiarize less than their non-native English counterparts forms a faulty foundation of this discourse. While taking into account that methodology plays a significant role in determining rates of student plagiarism, findings suggest that rates of plagiarism by native English speakers are also of significant concern. The results of several studies in the UK on student beliefs regarding plagiarism indicate that university students believe that plagiarism and academic dishonesty occurs at high rates. One study found that students believed that the frequency of copying without references and paraphrasing without references was 54% and 60% respectively (Franklyn-Stokes & Newstead, 1995, p. 164). Results of another questionnaire conducted in the UK found that students presume that the copying of segments from a source without references occurs at a frequency of 74% (Dordoy, 2002, p. 2). In Australia, 81% of 954 undergraduate students from four Australian universities surveyed self-reported plagiarizing (Marsden, Carroll, & Neill, 2005, pp. 4, 8). The results of a recent Australian survey of over 15,000 undergraduates led the researchers to conclude that although students exhibited high levels of awareness regarding the importance of maintaining academic integrity, more emphasis providing thorough training on how to ensure academic integrity is paramount (Bretag et al., 2013).

Therefore, the type of essentialist rhetoric regarding non-native learners of English, and of Asian students in general, underestimates the talent of students by making exceptions based on false cultural assumptions. Liu (2004) argues that much of the discourse on “Asian students” is historically inaccurate and condescending, elaborating on the extent to which plagiarism is frowned upon in China. He points to practices stemming back to ancient China, the emphasis on not copying other people’s work by teachers in L1 composition writing classes and textbooks, and recent governmental initiatives to decrease the incidences of plagiarism. Assuming that just because plagiarism occurs in China, it is accepted by Chinese, or it is the main reason students plagiarize, especially in their second language, is a logical fallacy. Likewise, Le Ha (2006) debunks these stereotypes of Asians, showing that although culturally specific characteristics can be found in Vietnamese academic writing, plagiarism is inherently not allowed.

In a similar light, these essentialist arguments about Japan are verging on nihonjinron discourse (Bailey, 2002; Wheeler, 2009) a type of discourse utilized in struggles for power by Japanese leaders, which frame Japan as a unique, group-oriented, homogenous society. As Kubota (1999) explains, nihonjinron rhetoric in the ESL/EFL context informs educators to disregard the subjective voices of students, and encourages a vicious circle of Other-ing, which in turn allows for the continued appropriation of this “unique” Japanese culture for political purposes. She emphasizes the importance of deconstructing nihonjinron-like discussion through a “critical multiculturalism” that positions discourse in social, economic, and historical perspectives allowing for critical analysis of social and economic power relations and the production of difference/Otherness (p. 27). Acknowledging cultural difference is not enough—through understanding how difference is produced via social and economic institution is paramount. In order to understand how this difference is produced through discourse, practitioners must go beyond simply affirming and respecting the culture of the perceived Other. This only serves to romanticize its authentic voices- practitioners need to critically explore how cultural differences as a form of knowledge are produced and perpetuated. This leads to student empowerment as the subjective voice is seen as a site of struggle in the examinations of the social and historical contexts that lead to discrepancies in the way plagiarism, and writing in second languages, is conceived.

In their studies on L2 writing, Pecorari (2003) and Wheeler (2009) note that rather than culture norms dictating students’ inability to write with proper citations and paraphrases, the likelihood that plagiarism occurs because students have still not developed their full writing capabilities is higher. This holds true for native and non-native speakers entering university (Macbeth, 2006). Along the same line of reasoning, ample evidence supports the notion that thorough training in academic writing at the university level in Japan effectively contributes to a decrease in the incidence of plagiarism in both Japanese (Kobayashi, 2010; Nishigaki, 2012) and EFL academic writing (Shibata, 2011).
2.3 Japanese Elementary School through University Academic Writing Tutelage

As noted previously, valuable contextual information is lost when Japanese-language sources are left out of discussions of plagiarism in Japan. The majority of English-language research on plagiarism in Japan tends to neglect research and studies conducted by scholars in the Japanese language regarding techniques for teaching students to write in their own words, proper citation techniques, and plagiarism in general (Hoshino, 2008; Kobayashi, 2010; Nishigaki, 2012; Oshima, 2010; Sadoshima, 2008, 2014; Yamamoto, 2001). Much of this research focuses on academic writing in the L1, though research in Japanese on L2 academic writing also exists (Shibata, 2011). While taking into consideration the arguments of Liu (2005, p. 239) that plagiarism in the L2 is often times language-specific, frequently stemming from "a lack of adequate language proficiency, lack of task-specific writing skills, and, of course, the urge to cheat," this paper argues that students, due to their pre-university level training, are aware to some extent that referencing of sources is an important part of academic writing in any language and that copying other people’s work is not acceptable. This is reinforced by how some degree of skill transfer occurs between subjects, and also between study in the L1 and L2 (Klein, 1990). Not acknowledging the work of Japanese scholars does the injustice of painting an incomplete picture of the work, thinking and expertise of scholars and educators writing in the Japanese language.

Sadoshima (2008) notes that in elementary and junior high schools, textbooks provide explicit instruction to students on how to references sources of their writing. The most widely used textbook on writing in Japanese elementary schools, Mitsumura Tosho’s Kokugo sanshita: Aozora (Blue sky: Japanese 3rd year second semester) (2012, p. 144) specifically instructs students to write, “I found this out after reading X book” in the textbook used by 3rd year, second semester students when they write a summary. Nonetheless, Sadoshima (2008) argues that junior high school textbooks lack the scaffolding that allows students to become accustomed to cite sources of information. Kokugo (2013) for years 1, 2, 3, unfortunately, only provide instructions to use citations, neglecting to explain the process and why proper citation is important.

If this is the only instruction received, students face the risk of matriculating onto high school with no practical knowledge on citation and referencing. Furthermore, since students are not required to write references in their essays for entrance into universities, education on citing sources tends to be skipped over (Sadoshima, 2014). Despite this, Sadoshima’s (2014) survey research conducted at the university level demonstrates that students are overwhelmingly aware that paraphrasing and proper referencing is necessary. Furthermore, research conducted in English academic writing classes at the University of Tokyo concluded that students found writing references to be moderately difficult, however less difficult than other tasks required in academic English writing (Lee & Tajino, 2008).

Attitudes towards plagiarism are also considered to influence a student’s choice to plagiarize. Rinnert and Kobayashi’s (2005) study is frequently cited in analysis of Japanese student attitudes towards plagiarism. They conclude in their analysis of difference in perceptions towards plagiarism in the U.S. and Japan that Japanese students feel more tolerant of plagiarism. In spite of this, the issue is not whether or not Japanese students have a higher generosity towards plagiarism or not, but more related to pedagogy concerns. If we examine the results of their survey of 605 Japanese students, the majority of students reported they received only a “fair amount” of instruction on referencing, a semi-fair amount of training on summarizing and quoting correctly, and not a sufficient amount of training on paraphrasing (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2005, p. 38).

While the results of this survey also found that the majority of students either felt that avoiding plagiarism was “not very important” or “somewhat important” (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2005, p. 39), cultural interpretations of terminology and cultural context may have played a role in the results. The authors noted that the prevalence of this response could be accredited to the translation of the term “plagiarism” in the questionnaire. Throughout the questionnaire in Japanese, instead of using the term for plagiarism that is more technical and has a negative connotation, tōsaku, the word ukeuri which has less negative connotation (although tōsaku was often used in several questions). Rinnert and Kobayashi argued that ukeuri would be closer in meaning to plagiarism because tōsaku the former term is “generally not used or understood by our students” (Rinnert & Kobayashi, 2005, p. 36).

To confirm this understanding of students’ knowledge of these terms, the author informally interviewed students in English to determine which word they would use, asking students “which word would you use for copying and pasting information from one paper into another, or using the ideas of someone else’s paper in their own without saying the original author.” All of the university students reported that they use word tōsaku. When I asked them if they would use the word ukeuri, they expressed that they would not. One student elaborated,

Mukashi tsukatte ita kamo shirenai kedo, ima wa tōsaku. Ukeuri wa dōyuu imi de tsukatte iru no ka yoku
from overreliance on this technology. Students displayed a tendency to prefer speaking face-to-face. Furthermore, approaches to interact with the students, due to the unnecessary distance between teacher and student that results entire class, and assist students having difficulties. However, normally, the author utilized person-to-person could view the screens of the students from her computer, showcase student work on their computers to the one semester from April to July 2014. The majority of the students’ majors were related to science (agriculture University in Japan enrolled in the author’s compulsory introductory courses on English academic writing over plagiarism and coinciding international and Japanese conceptions of plagiarism on the institutional level, it is culturally inclined to plagiarize, coupled with efforts of Japanese educators to teach students how to avoid questions on Likert scales.

Given the tenuous nature of the studies and theories that contend that Asian and Japanese students are more compromise not only respects students’ abilities, but also acknowledges potential cultural differences.

Another reason for these results might be due to different interpretations of the word “report” in English and Japanese. In Japan, “reports” may not be given as much weight as in the United States. United States. Furthermore, in a large proportion of cases, teachers do not always give feedback to students on reports in Japan. A research paper or a thesis would be considered more important to students in Japan. This term “report” must also be taken into consideration given the context of universities in Japan, where students could be enrolled in as many as 25 different classes a semester. Finally, students could also have been answering the question about plagiarism relative to other answers, which is a common behavioral pattern of respondents when answering questions on Likert scales.

Being aware of cultural arguments is important for educators, but what is more important is to prepare students to be aware of the expectations in different academic contexts while acknowledging difference. This type of compromise not only respects students’ abilities, but also acknowledges potential cultural differences.

Given the tenuous nature of the studies and theories that contend that Asian and Japanese students are more culturally inclined to plagiarize, coupled with efforts of Japanese educators to teach students how to avoid plagiarism and coinciding international and Japanese conceptions of plagiarism on the institutional level, it is necessary to find new ways of coming to grasps with perceptions of students towards plagiarism. The next section will describe a thematic narrative study which attempts to address this problem with conclusions of much of the current literature.

3. Research Methods

3.1 Participants and Pedagogic Space

In total, there were 338 (64 women, 274 men) first year students (ages 18-20) in 10 different classes at a Kyoto University in Japan enrolled in the author’s compulsory introductory courses on English academic writing over one semester from April to July 2014. The majority of the students’ majors were related to science (agriculture and engineering), though there were three classes in the liberal arts (economics, education, and integrated human studies). The majority of students spoke Japanese as a native language, or at a level of proficiency to be able to enroll in the university. The countries of origin of exchange students included Bulgaria (1 student), China (5 students), and Korea (3 students). Although there are no official records of students’ proficiency levels in English, independent studies of students enrolled in the school have found that students’ average TOEFL score is around 78 compared to the average of 65 for all Japanese people (Aotani, 2013).

The functional design of an educational space intertwines with symbolic elements in ways that can bring together or separate people (Apple, 1993). The pedagogical space of this study featured classrooms where each student had access to a computer which was, in theory, connected my computer through a system called CaLabo. The computers were arranged in rows, facing the front of the classroom with the teacher’s desk at the right side of the front of the room. Wheels on the students’ seats allowed them to be semi-mobile. The design of the classroom while uniting students in some manners, also provided some barriers as well.

The students could communicate with the author/teacher and each other through the CaLabo system through chat messages or headsets. Depending on the class day and time, there were 30-40 students in each class. The author could view the screens of the students from her computer, showcase student work on their computers to the entire class, and assist students having difficulties. However, normally, the author utilized person-to-person approaches to interact with the students, due to the unnecessary distance between teacher and student that results from overreliance on this technology. Students displayed a tendency to prefer speaking face-to-face. Furthermore, technical errors with the computers were abundant, but did not present a large burden to conducting the class, but
rather, an opportunity.

Students' prior experience with computers also varied, but as the semester progressed students assisted each other more actively in using the computers. While this is beyond the scope of the paper, it is important to note that the author sensed a degree of embarrassment by students for not being able to use the computers as they desired and a hesitance to ask for help in some circumstances. Nonetheless, a lack of knowledge of the computers transformed from a self-perceived disability, to a way to start conversation amongst students and teacher. At the beginning of the semester, students did not move from their desks and had a tendency to look at their computer screens, but as the semester progressed, students voluntarily moved away from their computers and freely moved their chairs around the classroom in order to interact with me and other students, being less retrained by the rigid structure of the physical classroom environment.

![Figure 1. Distribution of students across majors](image)

3.2 Data Collection, Material, and Instruments

Students in all 10 classes were assigned an in-class activity were asked to write short responses to Obokata’s plagiarism of her PhD thesis (see Appendix for details on the incident) in a Microsoft Word document, while practicing writing and topic sentences for paragraphs. Students were also asked to fill out a consent form. To ensure that students were familiar with the incident, a news video was shown in Japanese with English subtitles of Obokata apologizing at a press conference on April 9, 2014. Students were also given two news articles in English on the incident to read. The expositions were collected through the CaLabo computer system. The following class, the students were then given another opportunity to fine-tune and elaborate on their responses based on feedback provided to the whole class and through small-group discussion with peers.

3.3 Data Analysis

3.3.1 Narrative Analysis as a Tool for Exploring Human Perception

This study will utilize thematic narrative analysis of essay responses to an open-ended question to determine student perceptions of plagiarism. Thematic narrative analysis was developed in the 1960s to add personal stories to traditional social sciences interpretations of phenomena (Riessman, 2008) and has been found to be a useful tool in helping researchers gain a deeper understanding of such phenomena (Temple, 2008). Although the most common forms of data collection for thematic analysis come in the form of in-depth interviews, focus groups, or field observation, as utilized in this study, open-ended essay responses are also viewed by thematic researchers as a valid source of corpus data (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012). Thematic narrative analysis is content-driven and inductive with an exploratory and descriptive nature, and is the preferred method in research on behavior over hypothesis-based, confirmatory-structured analyses (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012).
3.3.2 Use of Narrative Analysis in This Study

The author used narrative analysis as a tool to discover how students perceive the social and cultural relations of their world, particularly in this study, perceive plagiarism. When coding and analyzing the corpus of texts text analysis of socio-logical tradition (see Tesch, 1990) was employed. In this tradition, text is “analyzed as a proxy for experience in which we are interested in individuals’ perceptions, feelings, knowledge, and behavior as represented in the text” (Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012, p. 9). By searching for meaning within the participant’s writing, and themes in the entire collected corpus, the researcher sought to gain insights in both individual students’ perceptions of plagiarism, and trends of thought as a whole.

In qualitative analysis, when data is coded the interpretation of the researcher guides the designation of categories based on words and themes in the participant’s writing (Li & Munby, 1996). While carefully reading each summary of the students, the researcher developed categories for coding. While coding data, the researcher bore in mind that the way a narrative is told changes depending on the situation (Riessman & Quinney, 2005). Furthermore, this analysis took into consideration that when conducting research with participants using languages second to their native languages, the narrative is influenced by words and phrases that the respondent does not know in the language being spoken (Temple, 2008). One risk in coding based on word usage is that the context of the usage of the word is not taken into consideration. Therefore, after searching for words that matched certain categories, the researcher confirmed the categorization by reading the entire text. This coded and categorized data was confirmed by two other university-level EFL researchers/academics in Japan to ensure transferability.

4. Results

Due to student absences, 276 students completed the writing activity. For 50 files, it was impossible to ascertain student opinions they answered the question in a way that did not express their opinions. Nonetheless, these files also provided some insight into students’ perceptions of plagiarism.

The corpus data was coded once by day, classroom, and computer used, and then subsequently coded again with a separate number to ensure confidentiality. The responses were then coded and aggregated into three categories (refer to Table 1) that were inducted from the data (see Boyatzis, 1998 on inductive coding):

1) Critical: Obokata’s act of plagiarism should be treated as a serious offense
2) Sympathetic: Obokata’s act of plagiarism should not be treated as a serious offense
3) Unable to determine student opinion

Table 1. Responses by students who believe Obokata committed a serious offense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Response</th>
<th>Number of responses</th>
<th>Sample responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>144 (53%)</td>
<td>“I could not think she is a professional researcher in the true sense of the word. And I am angry a little bit about her because I am a woman who is interested in science like her. Because I think she did not have enough responsibility for her paper, and not have enough awareness as one professional researcher…I think she should respond to this problem more sincerely. So when I write a paper, I try to be careful about plagiarism.” (Student 151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I think what she did is one of the worst thing, which scientists do. Scientists are people who seek truth of science. They must not twist it.” (Student 204)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I think the mistakes of Dr. Obokata cannot be forgiven by anyone. Some people say that she only did not know how to write a paper correctly, but ignorance is a kind of crime. She distorted the truth and published the wrong paper. A lot of people around the world may think that Japanese scientists always alter the result of the experimentation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I want her to stop research about not only STAP cell and but also all of science.” (Student 146)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sympathetic</td>
<td>76 (28%)</td>
<td>“She just did not know how important preciseness in paper is. If she will become polite and proceed her research, we will profit greatly. Therefore, I think that we</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


should not attack her so hard and encourage her to return her study.” (Student 100)

“What Obokata did was definitely wrong but since she apologized and acknowledged her mistake in front of whole world it seems legit to forgive her.” (Student 64)

“I think Obokata’s plagiarism is bad, but I feel sorry for her. She was not taught that copying without permission. Everyone can make mistakes when he or she do not know what is bad.” (Student 10)

“These days in Japan, many people need results instantly, and it is applied to scientists. The Japanese tendency made Obokata to copy.” (Student 251)

The vast majority of students indicated that they believed that Obokata should have known better and her plagiarism was wrong, with a varying degree of responses ranging from critical to sympathetic. Acknowledging that the intertwining of a variety of elements that characterize the student responses makes it impossible to separate them into perfect categories, in order to gain a general understanding of student perception on Obokata’s plagiarism incident, these responses were further organized into two broad categories for analysis purposes. Critical refers to responses that indicate that Obokata committed a serious offense. This category also includes statements that judge the character of Obokata in a negative light. Sympathetic responses are responses that express that while Obokata was wrong, she deserves a second chance.

Several themes in the student responses marked as critical emerged, touching on perceived character traits of Obokata and how her plagiarizing made students feel. Several students articulated that they felt “betrayed” by Obokata. Common words and phrases in the responses included: “stealing,” “lies,” “too young,” “disappointed,” “vanity,” “desire to be famous,” “immature,” “lost credibility,” “bad scientist,” and “fraud.” Numerous students explained that this incident has caused them not to have trust in her research any more. A student that once saw Obokata as a role model expressed anger at her carelessness, also reflecting on how to ensure she does not make the same mistakes as Obokata (see Table 1, Student 144).

Focusing on Obokata’s apology at the press conference, 14 students expressed that she had not reflected deeply enough on her behavior:

“But she doesn’t think her mistakes are heavy. So she wants to insist STAP cells are exist rather than to apologize her mistakes. I believe that she have to think her mistakes more seriously” (Student 146).

In addition, comments that described students’ expectations of scientists were common:
“If she is a real researcher, she should not copy other people’s paper” (Student 170).

“In the academic world, it is important to think that who first discovers a new fact or scientific fact” (Student 174).

“I think everyone should write their own report by themselves [even] if they are busy, and are in trouble of writing report” (Student 182).

“Dr. Obokata is an evil scientist, because she stole other’s ideas and used it in her research. The scientist who originally did the research would have made a lot of efforts to complete his research and write the paper” (Student 189).

Students also reflected on how this incident will inform their own future behavior:

“I think that she plagiarized because she thought she could make her report more understandable by doing that. But the idea was very wrong. We should pursue the reliability in our report. We must never repeat her failure again. Especially because I am a university student” (Student 201).

“…when I write a paper, I try to be careful about plagiarism” (Student 151).

“We should consider more deeply a copyright and how to decide to trust some information and then we should learn to be careful of dealing with information” (Student 7).

Among the sympathetic responses, students frequently pointed to societal or educational issues that might have led her to plagiarize. Some common beliefs held by students about education in Japan included:

- Media literacy education is lacking
- Teachers/universities are letting students get away with copying
- Writing practice is insufficient

Societal beliefs included:

- Pressure to publish is too high
- Emphasis on attaining quick results
- Media sensationalism makes it difficult to know the truth
- Plagiarism is rampant

Another type of response focused on the tendency of society to point fingers at one person instead of recognizing that other people are also involved.

Among the remarks that discussed the media coverage of the Obokata incident, many students expressed that they could not form a proper opinion about the plagiarism issue because the tendency for the media to sensationalize made it impossible to know the “truth”:

“What is the biggest problem lies under ourselves. I mean, it is not sensible that people who don’t know anything criticize her terribly. It is true about the mass media” (Student 66).

“I don’t know Obokata is really bad. It is true that she made a serious mistake, but there is no exact information about her. Moreover, the way Japanese mass media reports are not right. First, they reported “Rikejo”, “Kappogi” and so on, then I wondered why they chose these topics, and thought that these were not very important. They compared “STAP cell” with “IPS cell” in the wrong way. So I cannot trust Japanese mass media, and I don’t have a clear opinion about Obokata” (Student 65).

The least frequent response expressed that Obokata’s plagiarism bears no influence on the integrity of her work or on her future career- Obokata’s discovery of STAP cells is more important than how she presented her data (21 responses). However, while most students whose responses fit in this category prioritize confirming the existence of STAP cells, the majority also indicated that they believed plagiarism was, in essence, unfit for a scientist:

“What is important is not her mistakes about her report, but why she believes STAP cells exist, and how she proves it to be” (Student 260)

“Many professors may criticize her. I just want to know whether STAP is true or not” (Student 254)

“Plagiarism is bad. However, knowing if STAP is true or not is more important” (Student 266)

“But she plagiarized. I think she did a bad thing. However she may really discover the way to create STAP-cell. If that, she contributes medical development greatly.” (Student 270)
A similar, yet slightly difference response by 3 students expressed that the issue of plagiarism and determining whether STAP cells exist should be treated separately, such as student 274 who stated, “Her discovery can change common knowledge in biology and mustn’t be neglected on account of mistaking the way of presentation.”

Another notable theme was the belief that if Obokata were permitted to pursue her research, albeit in an honest manner, it could only be of benefit to society at large:

_I think that she feels sorry about what she did. It is proved she sobbed in her apology. It is true that she was careless in writing her report, but many people shouldn’t kid her. I believe STAP phenomenon exists, and want Ms. Obokata to continue her research. If she continues her research, she will get Nobel Award as well Mr. Yamanaka in Kyoto University. I believe she can encourage women all over the world! (Student 96)_

5. Discussion and Wider Implications

While the author’s cultural and theoretical background may have slightly influenced interpretation of the results, strong evidence was found to support the need to challenge assertions found in the studies outlined above, that Japanese students believe plagiarism is acceptable. While a large proportion of the students exhibited sympathetic and understanding tendencies about the societal influences that might lead a person to plagiarize, this does not suggest that students believe plagiarism is forgivable or that there are extenuating circumstances that make plagiarism inevitable. Rather, the students surveyed overwhelmingly believe that plagiarism is matter of serious concern. Several students noted a perceived high rate of plagiarism amongst scientists. Nonetheless, many students also indicated a desire to ensure that they receive proper education and training so that they could become “expert researchers.”

Although more research needs to be conducted in order to more fully understand students’ perceptions of plagiarism, the results point to a more layered and intricate perception than previous studies have suggested. As explained above, one explanation for why such studies to date have demonstrated an apparent acceptance of plagiarism in Japan may be due to the quantitative nature of past multiple choice surveys, which tends to confine student responses into decontextualized boxes that eliminate diversity of opinion, rather than examining the variety of factors that lead a student to choose/make a statement. In this study, students were given a chance to respond to a contextual situation (Obokata’s plagiarized work). Contextualized, or as Freire (1970, p. 77) terms it, “situated” situations are critical for helping students to find meaning in their own experiences, interactions with writing, and their lived experience (Freire, 1970, p. 77). This type of contextualizing facilitates a deeper interaction with concepts, in this case, plagiarism, that helps both students and researchers examine the varied and multi-layered perceptions students have of texts and writing.

Another factor could be that it is extremely difficult to conduct intercultural and cross-cultural comparisons on plagiarism. Terminology is always cultural specific, and it often impossible for words to be perfectly translated across languages. Furthermore, it may be the case that some cross-cultural studies have inconsistent results if they neglect to take into consideration the varying lifestyles, societies, and cultures of the participants when making comparisons. Therefore, it is likely more valuable to conduct surveys of attitudes within one cultural setting.

These findings have important implications for pedagogy. In contrast to other research, students demonstrated reflective awareness of the intertwining factors that play a role in a person’s decision to plagiarize. Students implied in their responses that this incident should inspire changes in the education system and pinpointed societal problems that must be addressed so that people are not tempted to plagiarize. Like other students in English-speaking countries, students desire to be taught how to write and research effectively and accurately. When considering pedagogy, it certainly is important to take cultural differences into consideration. However, given these responses, it would not be appropriate for educators to simply overlook plagiarism as something that cannot be helped due to assumed cultural difference. Drawing upon the work of Kubota (1999), practitioners need to understand how social and economic issues produce a discourse that influences the attitudes of students to their engagement with academic work and empower them to understand this for themselves. If educators seek to understand the complexities surrounding the classroom the pedagogical space and the experiences students have in writing will “better assist international students in their writing without silencing their own voices and discouraging their creativity” (Le Ha, 2006, p. 78). It is important that teachers work to transform the prevailing rhetoric about students from a condescending one, to one that has faith in student capability.

Some of the educational and societal concerns mentioned by students included a lack of time, pressure to produce results immediately, and lack of enforcement of academic penal codes. Teachers can guide students to
techniques to allocate time for writing papers, researching, and generating ideas for papers. Other time-saving techniques that teachers can show students is how to keep a research notebook and how to use referencing and citation software to store research notes and material. Most importantly, teachers can facilitate student reflection on the system as a whole. Students can be encouraged to analyze what creates the pressure to produce quickly in society, and also why there is a lack of enforcement of academic integrity standards. Students can also be guided to engage in critical dialogues on academic integrity standards and how they are situated in the Japanese context. Based on these discussions, students can develop their own unique strategies to find empowerment amidst the system.

In terms of enforcing policies on plagiarism and academic integrity, universities in Japan can help raise student awareness of techniques for writing in their own words and proper citation of sources by incorporating these tasks into entrance exams. While, as previously noted, textbooks in high school provide instruction for students to cite and reference sources, the method of doing so is not explained enough in detail. The research of Lee and Tajino (2008) notes that students find citation not as difficult as other types of skills required for academic writing, while summarizing is seen as relatively difficult. Since high schools dedicate an enormous amount of time preparing students for these exams, if academic writing skills such as citation writing and paraphrasing were to become a part of entrance exams, high schools will be more likely to teach these skills to students at younger ages. Although this does not apply to the center exam for entrance into public (and some private) universities, where there are only multiple-choice answers, as Sadoshima (2014) suggests, essay questions in entrance exams can become more targeted. Instead of simply asking a student to write their opinion on a topic, test questions can require students to use certain provided data to make an argument for or against a certain issue. Furthermore, a space can be left on test paper marked “References” so that students know that they must at least write references. Explicit instructions in these exams to use citations can also be utilized.

Japanese universities can also work on making academic integrity policies and procedures clearer and more accessible to students. This can be accomplished through: mandatory seminars for teachers and students on academic integrity, including citation information online, and the standardization of academic integrity policies university- or department-wide. Furthermore, an academic integrity board where both students and teachers consult/report incidents of plagiarism through an intermediary to eliminate power dynamic issues can be created. Opportunities for teachers and students to use free software, such as Turnitin and Endnote, to check for plagiarism and organize references can be made available. Most importantly, students and teachers should be involved in developing and critiquing policies on academic integrity.

Finally, this study is certainly bound by limitations. Since students were required to write during class in a language second to their own, many students did not have time to fully express their opinions (see Agostinho, 2005 for a study on expression of opinions in a second language). Furthermore, the classroom is just one type of reality, a socialized and unnatural reality that shapes student performance, whether positively or negatively. It cannot be assumed that students always perform their best in this environment. In addition, the teacher’s attitudes and presentation also could have influenced student responses as well as other factors that come into play in an educational institution environment.

6. Conclusions

In contrast to the contentions of several previous researchers, students in this study demonstrated a multi-faceted awareness of the nature of plagiarism as well as an understanding of the educational and societal influences that lead people to resort to plagiarism. This more complicated picture of student perceptions was revealed by allowing student to interact with a contextualized situation— the revelation of plagiarized work in the PhD thesis and article submission to Nature on STAP cells by Japanese stem-cell biologist Haruko Obokata. Their responses to the Obokata incident lends evidence to the fact that students are not ambivalent towards plagiarism, but rather demand better training from their educational institutions, similar to students in native English speaking countries.

The overwhelming majority of students in the authors’ classes did not approve of Obokata’s behavior. Whether their essays were extremely critical or sympathetic, the reflective nature of the student responses point to a need for education that equips them with the ability to develop critical techniques for functioning in the academic world. Students are also aware of the gaps in educations and the societal restraints that could cause a person to be tempted to plagiarize. Amongst these students are those who have indicated that they are hopeful that Obokata will become a better scientist so that her work can effectively contribute to knowledge in the scientific community. Students, regardless of their culture, deserve a chance to develop to their full potential, not be constrained by labels based on improper interpretations of their culture and behavior.
In order to facilitate the development of effective educational techniques, further research needs to be conducted on students’ understandings of what plagiarism entails as well as appropriate and effective methods to teach how to write without plagiarizing. Although this research shows that students are overwhelmingly aware that plagiarism is not acceptable in academic communities, more research needs to be conducted on how much students turn to plagiarism, whether intentional or unintentional, in their writing in both Japanese and foreign language writing. While this study provides a snapshot of students’ ideas about plagiarism at one university and mostly science majors, other qualitative studies could be conducted to reveal how the influence of other factors on students perceptions of plagiarism. Finally, the influence of institutional definitions and guidelines on academic dishonesty on student and teacher attitudes can also be explored.

Should educators acknowledge the multiple experiences, ideas, and concerns with academic writing, in this particular case plagiarism, effective teaching strategies can emerge. The Obokata incident has shed light on a need for universities and high schools to dedicate more attention to ensuring students’ are equipped with academic writing skills, and whether it be through textbook reform or incorporating academic writing tasks into entrance examinations, educational solutions that engage students in critical interactions with the dominant academic sphere, can potentially make an impact.
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Background on the Obokata Incident

In January 2014, Obokata announced the discovery of a simple method of producing Stimulus-Triggered Acquisition of Pluripotency (STAP) cells, a type of cell that can potentially repair body tissue, in the English-language scientific journal Nature (see Obokata et al., 2014). Her groundbreaking discovery has generated enormous media attention because she supposedly developed a new method for generating these stem cells, with capabilities beyond the pluripotent stem cells the Nobel Prize winner Shinya Yamanaka discovered previously. Following the publication of the article, doubt was cast on the viability of her research and she was found guilty of “manipulat[ing] data [in the article] with the intent to mislead” (Schlanger, 2014, April 1). Parts of the article were found to be near copies from other sources (“STAP retracted,” 2014). Subsequently, the accountability of her PhD thesis was called into question prompting an examination by her alma mater, Waseda University. The School of Advanced Science and Engineering Doctoral Thesis Investigation Committee (2014, p. 2) concluded that 11 parts of her dissertation (written in English) had been plagiarized, but has decided not to revoke her doctoral degree. Nonetheless, professors from the same department have voiced their opposition to the committee’s decision pointing out that nearly 20 pages of her dissertation are a near copy of a document on stem cells published by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (Cyranoski, 2014, March 18; Iwasaki, Koide, Terada, & Katsufuji, 2014; “Obokata shi,” 2014). Meanwhile, Waseda University has announced that it will examine the 280 doctoral theses it has approved since the founding of the department in 2007 (Gouda, 2014, April 7).

Interestingly, much of the media commentary and criticisms of Obokata, even prior to the accusations of academic dishonesty, focuses on her gender and age (Schules, 2014, May 27). In the meantime, Obokata has claimed that she had mistakenly submitted the wrong photo for inclusion in the Nature article, and that she had inadvertently submitted a draft of her PhD thesis, not the final version (Cyranoski, 2014, April 1; “Waseda: Obokata committed plagiarism but can keep doctorate;” 2014, July 18). Nonetheless, academics are concerned that the integrity of Japanese academia will suffer if Obokata is not made to face stricter consequences for plagiarizing her thesis (Yamaguchi, 2014, July 22).
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